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BIOGRAPHIE
Formation
2005-2013 : Université Paris I Sorbonne Nouvelle, Docteur en arts plastiques, directeur de thèse
M. Michel Sicard
sujet de recherche : Sens historique et sens stylistique dans l’art contemporain
2003-2005 : Université Paris I, D.E.A.
2001-2003 : Université de Paris I, maîtrise d’arts plastiques sous la direction de M. Michel Sicard
1999-2001 : Université Jean Monet de Saint-Etienne, langue française
1997-1999 : Travaille dans une usine de moulage
1992-1997 : Licence en arts plastiques, Université de Suwon, Corée du Sud
Travaux et expositions :
Correspondant en France pour Sisa News Magazine (Hebdomadaire d’information, Corée du
Sud)
Correspondant en France pour Hankyre (Quotidien, Corée du Sud)
En France, en exclusivité à la Galerie Géraldine Banier.
2016 : Exposition collective : Art Paris Art Fair
2015 : Exposition collective : To be Venus - Galerie Géraldine Banier
2014 : Exposition personnelle Art Paris Art Fair
2013 : «Rose me tender», Galerie Géraldine Banier
2012 : «Bizarro à Saint-Germain», Galerie Géraldine Banier
2011 : dîner de charité et vente aux enchères AIDS, vente aux enchères d’œuvres sur papier au
Centre Georges Pompidou
2011 : Exposition : The Great days & La Porte de l’Enfer, Galerie Premier Regard
En Corée
2008-2009 : Le 3ème appel d’offres de Gana pour les artistes émergents.
2003-2009 : nouvelle jeune sculpture du Musée Kim Chong Yung
2002-2009 : Prix joongang des beaux-arts de Séoul
1997 : Exposition collective « Nouvelle génération « Galerie Kyung-in à Séoul

JUNGMIN CHOI
Né à Séoul (Corée du Sud) en 1973,
Vit et travaille à Paris

Né à Séoul en 1973, Jung Min Choi se destine d’abord à la sculpture, qu’il étudie de 1992 à 1997 à l’Université
de Suwon, l’une des meilleures dans ce domaine en Corée du Sud. Dès le début des années 90, les images
médiatiques, leur répétition, leur saturation, s’invitent au centre de ses oeuvres. Ses premières réalisations
développent aussi une réflexion sur les persistances stylistiques dans l’art contemporain, qui restera présente
dans ses oeuvres à venir.
En 1999, il s’installe en France, puis débute ses recherches en Arts Plastiques à la Sorbonne Paris I, sous la
direction de Michel Sicard. Ses recherches aboutissent en janvier 2014 à la soutenance d’une thèse sous le titre
«Signification historique et signification stylistique dans l’art contemporain».
Depuis 2002, Jung Min est également correspondant de la presse coréenne. Débutés dans les transports en
commun lors de déplacements professionnels, dans des petits formats adaptés à ce contexte de production, les
dessins de la série «The great days» donnent une dimension toute particulière à son regard journalistique.

Born in Seoul in 1973, Jung Min Choi first studied sculpture from 1992 to 1997 at Suwon University, one of the best in this field in South Korea. From the beginning of the 90s, media images,
their repetition, their saturation, are invited to the center of his works. His first works also developed a reflection on stylistic persistence in contemporary art, which will remain present in his
future works.
In 1999, he moved to France, then began his research in Plastic Arts at the Sorbonne Paris I,
under the direction of Michel Sicard. His research culminated in January 2014 in the defense of a
thesis under the title «Historical Significance and Stylistic Significance in Contemporary Art».
Since 2002, Jung Min is also a correspondent for the Korean press. Started in public transport
during professional trips, in small formats adapted to this context of production, the drawings of
the series «The great days» give a very particular dimension to his journalistic look.
BIOGR APHY
Training
2005-2013 : University Paris I Sorbonne Nouvelle, Doctor in plastic arts, thésis director M. Michel
Sicard
subject of search : Historical meaning and stylistic meaning in contemporary art
2003-2005 : University of Paris I, D.E.A.
2001-2003 : University of Paris I, Master in plastic arts under the direction of M. Michel Sicard
1999-2001 : University of Jean Monet in Saint-Etienne, French Language
1997-1999 : Works in a cast factory
1992-1997 : Licence in Plastic Arts, University of Suwon, South Korea
Works and exhibitions :
Correspondent in France for Sisa News Magazine (Weekly News Magazine, South Korea)
Correspondent in France for Hankyre (Daily newspaper, South Korea)
In France, in exclusivity at Gallery Géraldine Banier
2016 : Group Show : Art Paris Art Fair
2015 : Group Show : To be Venus - Galerie Géraldine Banier
2014 : Solo show Art Paris Art Fair
2013 : «Rose me tender», Galerie Géraldine Banier
2012 : «Bizarro à Saint-Germain», Galerie Géraldine Banier
2011 : charity diner and auction AIDS, auction on paper works at Centre Georges Pompidou
2011 : Exhibition : The Great days & The Gate of Hell, Galerie Premier Regard
In Korea
2008-2009 : The 3rd Gana art call for emerging artists
2003-2009 : new young sculpture of Kim Chong Yung Museum
2002-2009 : joongang fine arts prize of seoul
1997 : Group Show « New generation » Kyung-in Galerie Séoul

Sisyphe porte Hegel, Esthétique, 2016
plâtre, papier, socle en bois
plaster, paper, wooden stand
H 44 x 37 x 35 cm

«The gate of hell» Art Paris Art Fair 2014,
Présentation de l’installation au Grand Palais, Paris
installation view at the Grand Palais, Paris, France

«The great days» année 2013,
installation de 365 dessins en ordre chronologique, technique mixte sur papier, cadres en plexiglass,
10x15 (x365)
installation of 365 drawings in chronologic order, mixed media on paper, plexiglass frames, 10x15 (x365)

IT’S PLAY TIME !
Group Show
25.11.22 - 15.01.23
Curator : Jungmin Choi
Text : Jungmin Choi

The Magic of Football
Dmitri Shostakovich was one of the greatest Russian composers of the 20th century. After h is teacher Alexander Glazunov, he is the second musician to have
written a symphony as a teenager when he was only 19. A work of maturity, grandeur and scope that does not suggest his young age.
Despite his brilliant genius and fabulous beginnings, his life and musicality were not motivated by splendor and recognition but by the fear of death. He lived under
the Stalinist regime where people were captured and killed without a word. The Great Purge definitely cast a shadow over his music, his life, his time and even his
features.
Curiously, while his life was frightening and dark, the portraits that represent him show a man with a childlike smile.
He was a great soccer fan. He even had a referee’s license and was always telling stories about soccer in the letters he exchanged with his friends to forget a
tragic life in which the slightest incursion of the secret police could mean a death sentence. This is «the magic of soccer».
The historical event and the artists’ view
The 2022 World Cup is being held in Qatar, for the first time in winter, to avoid the sweltering heat of the Middle East.
If more than 150 countries from all over the world participate in the Olympic Games, only 32 countries have been selected for this international sports competition
after very strict selections. All the countries participated in the qualifications.
To play soccer you need a goalkeeper and ten players. Only the goalkeeper can touch the ball with his hand but not the players. A point is awarded if the ball is
kicked into the opponent’s goal with the feet, head or body. The team that scores the most points wins. Simple rules that keep the world excited for 90 minutes.
An accomplished sport that brings people together and overcomes divisions. Political parties and different religions become one under the national flag. All citizens become fans of their country’s team and finally patriots. We cheer when our team scores and we are sad if we lose the game. How to interpret and explain
this simple and surprising phenomenon?
The British historian Edward Hallett Carr defined historiography as ‘The hard core of facts and the flesh of the controversial interpretation that surrounds it.’ He
describes the facts from his point of view. The fact that existed is the hard core and the historian’s interpretation is what is around the core. This solid fact and the
historical description that is added to it meet to form our ‘story’.
The artist is not the historian. However, artists also express themselves on the «solid fact» with their «own creative perspective». The intervention of the artist for
the event of the history is thus realized. Goya painted the horror of war and Picasso also spoke out against war in his work, Guernica. The artist adds «artistic
flesh» to the hard core. In this exhibition seven artists explain, express, introduce, claim and accuse with their own language the solid fact of the World Cup.
The seven artists participating in this exhibition are both players and coaches. They play their games with their own style. Sometimes intensely, sometimes
controversially, sometimes radically and calmly, they speak about this subject each with their own language. The subject is soccer and its environment. The artists
talk about this World Cup but also about the world that promotes the World Cup. They tell the story of the shadows cast by the eight splendid World Cup stadiums
from which the cheers of the crowd will rise.
In the work of Nicolas Demeersman we observe a certain tension due to opposite elements. The artist stages paradoxes. For example, beauty and the grotesque, the serious and the funny. A beautiful woman, with her mouth open, swallows an octopus while a serious-looking man gives her the finger.
The artist creates a scene, then takes a picture of it. For this kind of work, it is necessary to have a subtle plan either aesthetically or narratively. The viewer
knows that this scene is not the fruit of chance. The viewer is well aware of the artist’s intention in this scene that he has imagined and photographed. In the case
of Nicolas, the photo succeeds in composing a scene that seems to take place in the real world. Between the verisimilitude of reality and the situation staged by
the artist, there is a tension despite the consistency from beginning to end. This approach is in the very nature of the artist’s work.
Here to speak about soccer, the artist chose ‘table soccer’. It is a fabulous object, a universal toy. The characters wear the uniforms of the national team. He puts
there in parallel and in tension a simple game and a uniform of the national team which can bring a political sense. He throws a ball of suspicion and shows under
the appearance of a game the uniforms of two countries of the West and the Middle East.

Portrait de Dimitri Chostakovitch, Jungmin CHOI 2022, 35 cm X 27 cm , Acrylique, encre de Chine

Benjamin Grivot’s look is provocative and sociological. His car hood, which seems to have nothing to do with soccer, speaks of a forgotten history. This work is
about the execution of the death penalty in Qatar. It is a more provocative attempt than any other work.

The time of audience,

(Anil Chaudhary’s execution) https://www.lorientlejour.com/article/1259429/execution-dun-condamne-la-premiere-en-20-ans-denonce amnesty.html#:~:text=%22The%20Qatar%20has%20resumed%20the,2020%2C%20according%20to%20the NGO.

‘The hard core of the facts and the flesh of the controversial interpretation that surrounds it.’

This case has been forgotten and it is a question about the current era that remains silent on the death penalty. Next to this accusation, he placed a column of deflated balloons. It is a kind of irony or emptiness as a non-return answer about life and death. He built five towers with cement, a paradox in which a heavy cement
block expresses a deflated balloon. With a deflated ball the tension around soccer seems to have disappeared in an instant. In any case, it’s win or lose. After a
match, the ball is deflated but here, with the weight of the cement, it stands upright even though it has been emptied of some of its air.

I think Carr’s definition of historical description applies to our exhibition as well. And what is more interesting is that there has been a lot of controversy about the
World Cup, itself.
There has been a lot of controversy about the World Cup from the beginning. Recently, cities have boycotted the World Cup because it was not environmentally
friendly. Countless human rights issues have been raised in the run-up to the World Cup. The treatment of the workers involved in the construction of the stadium
has provoked violent reactions.

Clovis Petit creates his own organization. He calls it ‘kit’. His kit is unique, all the elements are sculpted by the artist’s hand. The kit he produced starts from the
anatomy of the human body. It refers to the era of robots. It shows the beauty of the human body and the precision of manufacturing.

Qatar, one of the largest investors in the international art scene, has implemented numerous outdoor sculpture projects for the World Cup and presented them on a
splendid and gigantic scale. He also regularly conducts seminars on the theme of Art for the Future.

Here his kit shows a player preparing for a soccer match. The artist has chosen the color of Ukraine and Russia. He gives his kit a political and sociological character by choosing the colors of two countries at war. Two countries confront each other but it is not like a soccer match. War is followed by death and innocent
victims.

The selection, analysis and interpretation are now in the hands of the public. In modern times and in contemporary art, as Duchamp said, the creator of creation is
the public, not the artist.

These two kits evoke the hope of a confrontation without horrors, without deaths, without destruction. A peaceful competition like soccer.Small cubes without expressions are assembled to form the legs, arms and bodies and give life to these kits. The artist tells the story of war through a game. While the world cheers for
soccer, he reminds us that war continues.
The worker’s glove is a realistic and existential object on which Polat Tayir paints workers and footballers. A creation that recalls the hand of the worker and his
work on the construction sites. Splendid stadiums that are the result of countless hours of work provided by the workers. Polat’s brush is expressed on a simple
cotton glove, not on a glamorous canvas. The lives of countless anonymous workers that no one will remember are depicted on these small cotton gloves. Although these gloves are not as flashy as the splendid stadium in Qatar, they refer to the many hands that shaped it. An artistic expression of the daily life of
unknown workers.
Photography, which pushed painting to the brink of death due to the development of reproduction techniques, is now also on the brink of death due to the new era
opened by the iPhone. The infinite digital age is not limited by film. In an age where we have all become photographers, in an age where no one is looking for pictures, the photographer, Se Young Kwon, is always looking for a picture.
Paul Virilio said «a flood of the image is the industrialization of oblivion». Our world moves fast. It is not easy to stand still while looking at the landscape. Here Se
Young catches the ball and captures its shadow.Our era craves images. «I take selfies. Therefore I exist.» We prove our existence with a ‘selfie’. In this way, the
photo is gone, leaving only the image and the desire.Looking towards the world of soccer and the objects that surround it leads Kwon to unveil a photo printed on
paper and not on a smartphone screen. A nod to Anselm Kiefer’s advice that «works should be seen at the exhibition site». Photos on paper and not a screen.
In his previous work, Sang-il OH dealt with deep questions about human loneliness. This time it is the encounter with soccer. With this theme the artist seems to
rediscover the joy of his childhood. The juxtaposition of the shiny ball and the wings reminiscent of Harry Potter is fantastic.The artist finds a heavy silence and
peaceful solitude to encounter soccer amidst the dynamic changes of a glowing modern society.
Faced with this subject, carrying a heavy past on his shoulders, he returns to his childhood, speaks of hope to children but also of the hope he received from children.Because a football is round, you don’t know where it’s going to roll. It’s like life. In rich and poor countries, children are content to play with a small soccer ball.
When we watch soccer, we forget the worries of reality. We receive consolation by watching children play innocently with the ball. Just like soccer, the artist shows
us pieces that comfort us.
The theme of soccer has been launched in the poetic world of artist Sung-Rea KIM. What kind of image will she paint for soccer? While all the participating artists
talk about soccer through their own eyes, Sung-Rea Kim took the football, then went back to Genesis.
In Sung-Rea KIM’s work, Adam and Eve are holding soccer balls and smiling brightly, soccer balls are also hanging all over the tree where the ‘forbidden fruit’ is located. Where does the courage of the author come from to overturn the ‘forbidden fruit’, the beginning of humanity and even the stories of the Bible? You can find
this reason in the innocent faces of Adam and Eve.
Adam and Eve smile like children. This expression makes us forget the original sin of the man, from the tree ‘with the forbidden fruit’, and the countless hours of
suffering from this original sin.
The appearance of this work is a hope that contains a more drastic peace than all other attempts. This is the message that the artist addresses to us. Chagall’s
«Expulsion from the Garden» is the only work in history that shows a happy face leaving the Garden of Eden. But now, one more work has been created, moreover, the artist has transformed the Garden of Eden into a happy soccer field.

The artist sees historical facts and creates his own work. The work of art that the public sees is a new reality.
Now it is the public’s turn. In front of a work that has become a part of reality, the interpretation of the public is allowed, in all freedom!
It’s playtime!
«It is the viewers who make the paintings. - Marcel Duchamp.
Jungmin CHOI
Curator
Doctor in Plastic Arts, Paris I Sorbonne
Ps. A soccer game is completely different when you see it on the field.
And the artworks are completely different when they are seen in an exhibition room.

Beer time with soccer and the world
H 100 x 90 x7 cm
Unique
canette de bière, photo collage photo
Cans beer, photo collage, photos

94 millions (the great days serie céramique)
H 20 x 15 cm
Unique
Céramic

Messi, Messie ?
H 20 x 15 cm
Unique
Ceramic

Portrait de Dimitri Chostakovitch, 2022,
Unique
35 cm X 27 cm ,
Acrylic, ink on canvas

